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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE List of Bloks

hanged

XSCS ag

RGS2 ADUCONV 0021 2002-11-13T23:00:00 | OFFSET GAIN NO

RGS1 CTI 0005 2002-11-13T23:00:00 | XCTI, CTIY1,

CTIY2, CTIY3,

CTIY4, CTIY5,

CTIY6, CTIY7,

CTIY8, CTIY9

NO

RGS2 CTI 0006 2002-11-13T23:00:00 | XCTI, CTIY1,

CTIY2, CTIY3,

CTIY4, CTIY5,

CTIY6, CTIY7,

CTIY8, CTIY9

NO

2 Changes

In November 2002 the operational temperature of the RGS CCDs was dereased from -80 C to

�nally -110 C degrees, with orresponding hanges in CCDs' o�sets and gains.

The previous release note (XMM-CCF-REL-132) adressed all the hanges needed after the CCD

ooling. A third set of alibration observations was performed 10 days after the ooling, in order to

hek the stability of the data. The stability was on�rmed to a large extent, the additional use of

these data led to slightly di�erent CTI and GAIN values as derived previously. The e�et on the

general alibration is minimal (around 1% on e�etive area maximally).
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3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

These �les are essential for the alibration of the RGSs after ooling. They replae the former

derived ones, representing a slight update with respet to those.

4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

A full assessment of the sienti� quality of data post-ooling and a omparison to previous �gures

have still to be made. A general estimation is however, that the alibration auray is at least as

good as it was before. The muh redued noise levels after ooling allow us to derive very reliable

alibration �gures already with few observations.

5 Expeted Updates

The evolution of CTI, gains and o�sets will ontinue to be monitored. The general degradation with

radiation will lead to an update in the frametime of 1-2 years.

6 Test proedures

General heks:

� use fv (or another �ts viewer) for �le inspetion. The ADUCONV CCFs should ontain

2 binary extensions (ADUCOEFF and OFFSET GAIN), the CTI CCFs should ontain 12

binary extensions (CTI, CTI extended, CTIx and the nine CTIY[1-9℄).

� use the SAS task ifbuild to hek that the CAL selets orretly the new �les.

� proess datasets overed by the new �les and hek the energy plot.

7 Summary of the test results

The �ts viewer fv was used to inspet all 3 CCF �les, wrt their struture, validity dates and ontents

of the hanged extensions. Everything OK.

The SAS task ifbuild was run using data orresponding to revolution 537. The �les were

orretly taken.
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In addition a Markarian 421 observation performed in revolution 546 was proessed with rgspro

and the results heked. Figs. 1 and 2 show the high quality of spatial and energy seletion regions

with both ameras.
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Figure 1: Seletion regions in RGS1 Mkn421 observation in rev. 546
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Figure 2: Seletion regions in RGS2 Mkn421 observation in rev. 546


